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Literacy

Numeracy

Maths

Novel Study
ALL: read chapter 5 of George’s Marvellous
Medicine.
AR
Keep going with your personal reading and
completing AR quizzes where you can.

Create a Numeracy Game
Deign and create a game to help you practice
your numeracy skills. It could be a simple game
like SNAP or it could have a game board with
different player pieces and a set of rules.

Area & Perimeter
Have a go at the Area Adventure activities on
Education City. Remember that to find the area
of rectilinear 2d shapes, you need to multiply
the length of the shape by the width of the
shape.

Spelling
Chose 5 interesting words that you have no idea
how to spell and learn them. Try to use them in
a conversation, or written them in a rap/song, or
pop them in a picture, or maybe you have your
own idea about how to use them?
Challenge; can you learn 10 new words?
Writing
Once you’ve read chapter 5 of Georges
Marvellous Medicine, complete the writing task
below which is all about verbs, in your jotter.
Remember A verb is a main part of speech that
is often used to describe or indicate an action.
Sentences are not complete without a verb.
Here are some examples: jog, stop, hear, call,
explore and believe.
Challenge: how many verbs can you list under
the following catagories:
 Movement
 Voice
 Objects
 Emotion
 Senses
 Thoought

Try to use at least two of the different
operations (add, subtract, multiply, divide).
Don’t forget to make your game fun to look at
and fun to play!
Challenge: use all the operations and try to
challenge a grownup or sibling to game – can you
beat them?
Problem Solving
Each group has some problem solving activities
set in Education City. Simply log in to Education
City and you’ll see that the problems will require
you to use the different operations to help
practice your application of your numeracy
skills.

Challenge: have a go at the Bar-B-Shapes
activity. Can you remember what you’ll need to
do to find the area of the triangles? You’ll start
by using the formula you used above area =
length x width, but then you’ll need to do
something else.
Practical Measuring
Have a go at this task once you’ve done the
stuff above to practice and hopefully refresh
your skills. Can you work out the area of some
2D objects in your house? You’ll need a ruler and
you might want to use a calculator too. You could
measure the area of the front cover of your
favourite book, a CD, your best football card,
See how you get on.
Remember that area = length x width
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IDL

Expressive Arts

Health and Wellbeing

Keeping Connected
Can you draw or download a family tree and
complete it with all the members of your family,
you can include pets.
Www.freefamilytreetemplates.com

Art & Design
Can you create a collage using a range of
different images. Find yourself some old
magazines, newspapers, etc, and carefully cut
out a selection of your favourite images to stick
together to make something cool (you could also
do this on technology). Be sure to ask permission
before you chop up your grown-ups favourite
magazines. If you’re stuck Google ‘collage kids’
for ideas.

PE with Lauren this week
P4/5 - Hi P4/5, Lauren here! This weeks task is
for you to design your own game of hopscotch!
This can be as long or as short as you like, you
can put a task in each box, for example,
complete 5 star jumps before moving on! This
can be written out on paper or if you have chalk
on the pavement! Remember and share your
photos on twitter and I’ll be looking out for
them! Good luck! :)

Challenge: can you use lots of different images
to make a new image, for example, a portrait or
landscape?
French

Health and Wellbeing

RME
As part of their faith Muslims give some of the
money they have earned to charity.
Can you find out what a charity does and write 2
or 3 sentences or more of an example of what
they do?

Technology
Coding
Go to
https://code.org/learn and choose a
coding activity to do.
Challenge: Can you complete more than one
activity? Share on Google classroom the ones
you have completed for others to see.

Log onto GLOW and accept invite to Google
classroom if you haven’t already
Google Classroom Code – inge3ba

Learn a language
If you haven’t already done so download the
Dualingo app (French or Spanish) and complete
the daily tasks.
Challenge: Who can get a 7 day streak? Maybe
make it a competition with the people you share
a home with.
Follow the link below to access a free French
lesson. Tune in every Thursday at 11.30am to
see Ann Robertson (Midlothian and East
Lothian’s 1+2 Language Coordinator) giving a
lesson.
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCO4YR8hh
RveNhvZrz9xptDQ

Zones of Regulation
Can you share with your Grownups at home
about the Zones of Regulation – can you explain
the 4 different zones and what each section
means.
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Chapter 5: The Cook Up

In each of the following questions there is a verb written in the present tense. Write your
of the same verb.

answers in complete sentences using the past tense

1. “George, it’s time for my medicine!” What did Grandma say?
2. Grandma asks “What mischief are you up to in there now? I hear noises”.

What noises did Grandma hear?

3. What does George use to stir the marvellous

mixture?

4. A fiery fearsome smell filled the kitchen. What

makes George choke and splutter?

5. Why do you think George found himself dancing around

the steaming pot?

Write down the past verbs underneath the present tense of the same verb to help you with the answers.
Present
Past

say

hear

stir

smell

makes

dancing

